
Chapter 4

SQuO: Smart Query Optimizer

using case base reasoning

This chapter describes SQuO, a query optimizer that implements query optimization

techniques based in machine learning, particularly case-based reasoning. Different from

most query optimizers that rely upon cost models heavily dependent of metadata (e.g.

statistics and cardinality estimations), SQuO is capable to perform a posteriori estima-

tion cost based on measures (e.g. consumed memory and energy, execution time, etc.)

that are registered during previous query plan executions. Moreover, query optimizers

are based in cost models that determine the execution time as optimization objective;

in contrast, SQuO allows the optimization objective customization for better adapting

to the client application requirements.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents SQuO general

architecture. Section 4.2 presents data structurs for knowledge representation. Section

4.3 explains the four reasonig-step process implementation. Finally, section 4.4 presents

the implementation and a fragment code of the query plan generation process.
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4.1 General architecture

SQuO is a query optimization system that implements the optimization technique pre-

sented in the previous chapter. SQuO is implemented over an object oriented platform

using the Java APIs and the ClassMixer library for monitoring the availability and

consumption of computational resources. It provides two alternatives in order to create

query solutions. The fist one reutilize the plans related to queries that have been solved,

the second one generate new solutions if there is no relevant known solution. Figure 1

illustrates SQuO general architecture.

Figure 4.1: SQuO architecture

SQuO is composed by two main modules, the case-based reasoner and the execution-

plan generator. The case-base reasoner is in charge to adapt the solutions of similar

queries to the new situation. The execution plan generator is in charge to generate new

execution plans in a pseudo-aleatory way. The case-base reasoner is the most complex

of the two modules but the smartest, on the other hand, the execution plan generator

is simpler and probably faster but it does not apply case-based reasoning techniques.

Given a query and a specific optimization objective, the system built a problem
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including measures related to the available computational resources. Then, it performs

a call to the case-based reasoner in order to search a relevant case within the case base.

If there is a relevant case to solve the problem, it is adapted and the new knowledge is

stored in the case base. On the other hand, if any relevant case is retrieved, the system

throws a call to the execution-plan generator for creating a new query plan. Finally

the knowledge acquired from this new experience is stored in the case base.

4.2 Data structures

The knowledge managed by SQuO is based on the concepts defined the query optimiza-

tion technique proposed in Section 3. For its implementation we divide these concepts

in basic and complex concepts. We propose a set of models used for the implementa-

tion of these concepts. Basic concepts are the following: query, query class, query plan,

optimization objective, and register measures. They are components of the complex

concepts.

Query and query class

Figure 4.2 Illustrates the UML model that we propose to implement a query and its

correspondent query class. A query is represented by the Query class. It is defined by

the query specification itself, a query description, a set of clauses, and an identifier that

indicates the query class. This class also includes a set of methods for accessing each

of its attributes. The query class is represented by the QueryClass class, it is defined

by an identifier id, a list of operation families classVector that indicate the form of the

queries involved by the cases grouped in a specific class. The group of cases in a class

is expressed by a list cases.

A query is composed by a set of clauses that are generalized by the Clause interface.
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Figure 4.2: Query implementation model (UML diagram)

This interface is implemented by the classes CSelect, CWhere and CFrom. Select and

Where clauses are associated to a set of operations expressed by the class Operation,

an operation is defined by a condition. It implements the getFamily() method that

calculates the operation family to which it pertains. Finally, From clause is associated

to a set of tables of the form Table defined by a name, a specific table schema and the

name of the file fileName that indicates the where the data is stored.
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Query plan

Figure 4.3 Illustrates the UML model that we propose to implement a query plan. A

query plan is implemented by the ExecutionPlan class. The query plan is composed by

executable nodes, they are implemented according to the iterator model. The nodes

that constitute a query plan are generalized by the Iterator interface, the operations

that it implements are: Print, Sort, Select, and Join.

Figure 4.3: Query plan implementation model (UML diagram)

A specific iterator is associated to each operation involved by the Where clause in

a query. This association is specified by a set of rules that indicates the most efficient

way for executing each operation. The rules are expressed by the PertineceRule class,

each rule is specified by a set of conditions expressed by the class RCondition and an

action of the form RAction.
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Measures

Figure 4.4 Illustrates the UML model that we propose to implement a set of measures.

There are two important type of measures that must be registered by our prototype,

one is related to the computational resources that are available for executing the query

plan and the other express the computational resources that are consumed during the

query plan execution.

Figure 4.4: Measures implementation model (UML diagram)

These measures are expressed by the Context and Evaluation classes respectively.

They are associated to a list of parameters represented by the Parameter class that

indicates different computational resources defined by their name and the registered

measure that is stored in the value attribute.

4.2.1 Problem

Figure 4.5 Illustrates the UML model that we propose to implement a problem.

A problem is implemented by the Problem class. As in the conceptual model pre-

sented in Section 3, a problem instance is composed by a query, a context description
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Figure 4.5: Problem implementation model (UML diagram)

that consist of a set of measures about the computational resources that are available,

and an optimization objective. It allows a set of methods for accessing all its attributes.

4.2.2 Case

Figure 4.6 Illustrates the UML model that we propose to implement a case. A case is

implemented by the Case class.

Figure 4.6: Case implementation model (UML diagram)
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As was defined by the conceptual model presented in Section 3, a case is composed

by a query, a plan to solve the query, and an evaluation that consist of a set of measures

about the computational resources that were consumed during the query plan execution.

The Case class allows a set of methods for accessing all its attributes.

4.3 Reasoning process

The case-based reasoner implements the four case-base reasoning steps. It is composed

by four sub modules, one module for each reasoning step. The modules that comprise it

are the smart search engine, the adapter, the execution engine and the case-base man-

ager. The last one interacts with a case base that allows to manage the useful knowledge

acquired from experiences (queries that have been solved). Figure 4.7 illustrates the

case-based reasoning process performed by SQuO for query optimization.

Figure 4.7: Case-based reasoning process diagram

The following Java code shows the CBReasoning class, it is the reasoning process

general implementation. It is composed by four methods, one for each case-based rea-

soning step. A knowledge base CaseBase is the first object involved by this codification
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in order to specify the source that will be acceded to find and improve knowledge. A

smart search engine SSearchEngine in charged to retrieve a relevant case Case to solve

the problem. An Adapter to adjust a posible solution ExecutionPlan to the new query

requirements. The ExecutionEngine review the query plan performance and registrate

the measures related to the computational resourses that were consumed. Finally a

CBManager is incharge to store and administrate the new knowledge in the CaseBase.
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4.3.1 Relevant case retrieving

The Smart search engine is in charge to accomplish the fist step of reasoning process,

retrieve relevant cases. This module performs a smart search by applying the similarity

function (inter-class similarity and intra-class similarity) in order to recover those cases

that contain the most similar query with respect to the query target to be optimized.

Additionally, this module selects among those retrieved cases that one that minimizes

the optimization parameters (e.g energy consumption).
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Previous Java code shows the SSearchEngine class, it is in charged to retrieve rel-

evant cases to solve a query. It is composed by three main methods, the fist one

getRelevantClass() find the queryClass where exist several cases that contains similar

queries with respecto to the query problem. The second one public Case getRelevant-

Case(Problem problem) recover all the relevant cases involved by the queryClass. If

there exist more than one relevant case, it is important to select the best one according

to the execution environment conditions.

4.3.2 Query plan adaptation

The adapter module is in charge of adapting the query plan included in the relevant

case (retrieved in the anterior step) to the query problem specifications. The relevant

case is the most convenient (similar case) to facilitate and minimize the cost of the

adaptation process, however, there exist different similarity levels between the query

related to the relevant case and the query problem.

When a relevant case is retrieved, a detailed comparison between the clauses of the

new query and the relevant query (the query included by the relevant case) is carried

out. This determines a similarity level between the two queries. This level indicates

which clauses of the relevant query must be adapted. This adaptation can be performed

just over select and where clauses. In the case of the selection clause, the interesting

attributes to be projected can vary. In the case of the where clause, the comparison

operators or some values related to the variables can be modified. On the other hand,

the from clause can not be changed because the tables to be queried can not be change.

The adaptation must be performed to different query clauses according to the sim-

ilarity levels that we already mentioned in Section 4. If From and Where clauses are

equal, the adaptation must be performed on the Select clause, this means that the at-
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tributes to project must be actualized according to the new requirements. If From and

Select query clauses are equal, the adaptation must be performed on the Where clause,

this means that some operation conditions are different but are applied over the same

attributes and the same tables, in this case, the condition type (e.g. equal, different

and greater) and/or the constant value to which the attribute is compared must be

adjusted. If not, Select and Where clauses adaptation must be performed. There are

two cases in which any adaptation must be performed, in the first case the query plan

corresponds to some query exactly equal to the new one, in the second case because it

is no possible to carry out an adaptation according to our approach.

Previous Java code shows the Adapter class, it is the adaptation process general

implementation. It is composed by three main methods. The first one is in charge to
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determine the similarity level between the queries, this in ordert to know the adaptations

that must be accomplished (Selection or/and Where adaptations) The others methods

perform the Selection and Where adaptations.

4.3.3 Query plan execution

It is in charge to execute the new query execution plan that is provided by the adap-

tation module. In this step, some measures (e.g. memory, cpu and consumed energy)

related to the resource consumption of the new query plan are done.

The following Java code shows the Execution engine class, it is in charge of execute

the proposed query plans and measure the computational resources that were consumed.

This class involves one method public void executeEP(ExecutionPlan executionPlan) to

access and retrieve data results. for monitoring the measures of interes we use two main

Java tools [20] [3] [9].
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4.3.4 Knowledge management

The case-based manager module It allows retaining the new knowledge in form of a new

case or adjusting existing ones. In order to store a new case, it is necessary to determine

if it pertains to some existing query class or if a new one must be constructed. The

similarity function is useful also in this step because it determines the similarity between

two classes.

Previous Java code shows the CBManager class. It is composed by the follow-

ing methods: loadCB(String fileName), getCase(int classIndex, int caseIndex), in-

sertCase(Case newCase), deleteCase(Case oldCase), editCase(Case yetCase) and un-
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loadCB(). They are incharge to load, retrieve, insert, delete, update and unload the

cases in the knowledge base respectively.

4.4 Pseudo-randomly query plan generation

It is possible that there is not any (or not enough) relevant case to solve a specific

problem; a totally new query execution plan must be built. We propose a pseudo-

random mechanism for the generation of execution plans that consist of a single phase.

In contrast to typical optimization strategies, this mechanism does not include the con-

struction of algebraic trees; it constructs directly trees composed by physical operators.

We implement these operators according to the iterator model. An execution plan

is reasonable if it does not include redundant and useless operations that represent a

waste of computational resources. Figure 4.8 illustrates the execution plan generation

process performed by SQuO for query optimization [26].

Figure 4.8: Execution plan generation process diagram
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The construction of reasonable execution plans are based in a set of rules that define

the physical operator (algorithm based in the iterator model) that is pertinent to apply

for the execution of each operation. The set of rules implements classical algebraic

heuristics (selections and projections first) and identify reasonable choices that have to

be randomly done (e.g. join execution order or reasonable algorithms). These rules

are applied in each level of the execution plan, is to say, each time that an operator is

added to the tree.

Previous Java code shows the EPGenerator class. It is composed by a principal

method ExecutionPlan buildEP(Query query) that involves three main methods. Given
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a query (from), builts all the leaf nodes for the execution plan builtLNs(Clause from,

List¡Operation¿ operations). Given a query (where), builts all the intermediate nodes for

the execution plan builtINs(Clause where, int index). Finallym Given a query (select),

builts the root node for the execution plan builtRN(Clause select, Interfaces.Iterator

intermediate).

4.5 Conclusion

SQuO is a prototype for the query optimization in ubiquitous computing environments,

it is not restricted to an applicative area, it can be adapt to several sciences or disci-

plines, such as, medicine, astronomy, bilology, business or just for personal and dynamic

information. It is composed by two main submodules: a case-based reasoner and a

query plan generator in order to retrieve useful knowledge to solve a problem or create

new knowledge to propose a solution for problems that had not been presented before.

It could colaborate with other systems embedded in different ubiquitous environments

and improve data retrieving whitout the classical operations that requiere statistics and

metadata.


